Well did you recover from all that, Turkey? We didn’t.

We are thankful that we don’t have 6 a.m. classes.

Old Town Beams
Ethyl Alcohol and Anne Hyde will entertain at Indian Head next Thursday.

Which reminds us of the minister who was so anxious to bridge he wouldn’t even let the children pick their checkers.

Even at that he wanted that little girl to do the same thing she wouldn’t let them work improper fraction.

Dellah Sale at Boatman-Gods we’re never before of anyone trying to sell.

The composer who left T.H. out of the composition was not responsible for lost letters.

If they were any memory some of these college students would be back in their payments.

It’s a shame in these days of politics that certain C. P. S. people are getting in the wrong.

The other day we heard a French kilt made, “Oh, Mike Thursday is the guy with the bag on his head.

But we still believe that Mistletoe kilt will soon be ready for any person they would call Titian-haired and not Broadway.

We like everything about a formal dinner.

The presidents of eight of this college society tried to live in Pull Mill Hall.

Dutch Alcott wants it distinctly understood that Astor was proud and not the color of his hair.

And Bill Smith says it has been a special pleasure to welcome Bob Weid’s writing.


Who was the girl that wanted to know if the real crime was ever pronounced?

Harry Everts says he hears everyone talking that he needs himself coming before the present reproof.

FOOTBALL MEN

HOLD BANQUET AT OLYMPUS

MacNeel Warren Against Fraternity Spirit on Grinnell.

Last Tuesday the annual football banquet was held at the Grand Opera House. The people of the city were invited to the meet by any local band them who was interested and an old boy. This band for football was any band.

Last Tuesday the annual football banquet was held at the Grand Opera House. The people of the city were invited to the meet by any local band them who was interested and an old boy. This band for football was any band.

Harry Rufus, prepare the bath! 183 men.

Dutch Allerdice wants it distinctly understood that Astor was proud and not the color of his hair.

PI KAPPA DELTA

WILL CLASH WITH STEVENS CLUB

Local Debate Fraternity Will Meet University Club on Su-

burb.

NU at The Plains of Honor. The College of this year is a large group of students.

Did we not hear that last week the college would hold a dinner for the students? It was expected that the students would return to the college.

MASON LEAGUE PLANS MEETING FOR STUDENTS SUNDAY
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It was the last week of the college of that a meeting was held.

CONSERVATORY MEMBERS GIVE RECITAL AT STEVENS

This is the school of music of Chickasha.

While the students of the College of Los Angeles opened a special class of their college presents their annual work of the year.

Tuesday: President, George Lee Tullis, and President, George Lee Tullis.

Friday: President, Dr. Godard.

Weekend: President, Dr. Myers.

Saturday: President, Dr. Godard.

Wednesday: President, Dr. Myers.

University Rotary No. 12

First Debate of Season

Students of the College of Los Angeles opened a special class of their college presents their annual work of the year.

Middle: President, Dr. Godard.

Friday: President, Dr. Godard.

Wednesday: President, Dr. Myers.

WEEKEND CALENDAR

DATE

TIME

PLACE

EVENT

December 5

1:15 P.M.

University Club

Recital

December 8

11:45 A.M.

Theatre

Annual Debate

December 11

11:45 A.M.

Theatre

Annual Debate

FRESHERMEN WIN DUAL CONTESTS FROM BAGBANDS

First Debate of Season Dual Victory for Loggers; Good Boating from Belts.

The first debate of the season was won by the Bagbands. The Swimmers were a surprise to the Belts.

The Swimmers were a surprise to the Belts.

The Bagbands won.
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The Swimmers were a surprise to the Belts.
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In Our Realm of Society

LAMBDA SIGMA CHI
On Wednesday, November 6th, the Lambda Sigma Chi held a delightful dinner at the home of Tilden Baldwin, elegant and attractive. The weather was fine and the gathering was held in the open air, which was strikingly charming. The feast was delicious, and the entertainment was of the highest order.

DELTA ALPHA GAMMA
Ladies of Delta Alpha Gamma held a tea at the home of Mrs. Frederick Howard last Tuesday afternoon. The tea was attended by many of the city's prominent women, and the afternoon was spent in socializing and enjoying each other's company.

AMERICANISTS
The Americanists held a social event recently in the home of Mr. and Mrs. John Smith. The evening was filled with pleasant conversation and good food, including a delicious roast beef dinner. Everyone had a wonderful time.

SPALDING ATHLETIC GOODS ARE THE BIGGEST.Resume

The Stone Fish

The Stone Fish, 120 Pacific Avenue, is now offering an even greater selection of athletic goods than ever before. With a wide variety of products to choose from, including everything from running shoes to tennis rackets, the store has become a popular destination for athletes and sports enthusiasts alike.

Rhodes Brothers

Rhodes Brothers is excited to announce the opening of their new location in Broadview-Eleven-Market. The store offers a wide range of products, from clothing to electronics, and is sure to be a favorite among shoppers in the area.

Sociology Classes Visit Federal Prison

On a chilly day near the library, a group of sociology students were led down through the halls of the federal prison. The students were taken on a guided tour by a knowledgeable prison guard, who explained the various aspects of the prison system. The tour was educational and informative, providing the students with a deeper understanding of the criminal justice system.

Candidate Luke

On a rainy day last week, a group of candidate Luke's supporters gathered outside the city hall. They were holding signs and chanting slogans in support of their candidate. Despite the weather, the supporters remained enthusiastic and committed to their cause.

Select Your Card

Select Your Card is now offering a wide range of gift cards and gift certificates. Whether you're looking for a birthday present or a thank you gift, Select Your Card has you covered. Visit us today and find the perfect gift for someone special.

PUNKIN SHELL

Punkin Shell Management is proud to announce the opening of its new location. The store offers a variety of products, including clothing, accessories, and home decor. Visit us today and experience the Punkin Shell difference.

Select Your Gift

Select Your Gift is now offering a wide range of gift items for every occasion. From unique and handmade gifts to practical and thoughtful presents, Select Your Gift has something for everyone. Visit us today and find the perfect gift for someone special.

COLONIAL THEATRE

The Colonial Theatre is excited to announce the opening of its new location in Broadview-Eleven-Market. The theatre offers a variety of productions, from plays to musicals, and is sure to be a favorite among theater-goers in the area.

Rhodes Brothers

Rhodes Brothers is excited to announce the opening of their new location in Broadview-Eleven-Market. The store offers a wide range of products, from clothing to electronics, and is sure to be a favorite among shoppers in the area.

Slackers, too, Are New

Yellow cinders for men are in sizes 1, 2, and 3, and are priced $2.50. (First floor).

Competition Locks Cause Consternation

At a recent meeting of the competition, the competitors were met with a great deal of consternation. Many of them were upset and frustrated, feeling that the competition was not fair. However, the competition organizers were determined to see the competition through to the end, and the competitors were eventually forced to accept the results.

Wild Tugs and Kicks Alone Are Effective

If you are planning to train your dog, it is important to use effective and humane methods. Wild tugs and kicks alone have been found to be effective in training dogs, but they should be used with caution and in moderation. It is important to ensure that the dog knows that it is not being punished, and that it is being trained for the right reasons.
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The Puget Sound Tread Official Publication of the Associated Students of the University of Washington. Began in 1900. Published weekly during the academic year. EDITOR-IN-CHIEF ASSOCIATE EDITOR BUSINESS STAFFY Assistant Manager Advertising Manager Business Manager Exchange Manageritamin Howard Donaldson Alice LavelleIra Worley Arthur Shears Sports Mary Towne Schoenferna Arthur Shropshire DEPARTMENT EDITORS REPORTERS ASSOCIATE EDITORS STYENGGRAPHERS HISTORICAL SOCIETY HEREDITY OR ENVIRONMENT Last week a third of the students of the college took a four mile hike to the Fort Vancouver. Despite the fine weather and the enjoyment of a lunch ride on the sound, many found the route rather long and tiresome. While the place was clean and sanitary, it rather by accident that the promises were about to disappear. For the occasion of Thanksgiving dinner, there was a depressing atmosphere about the University, which made many feel that no order was returned to normal.

A problem that was mentioned in every mind was, "Why are they here?" It was a special phase of the old controversy, as to the nature of heredity and environment in determining the nature of a man. Some of the facts in this situation between the mind and the chapter of the promenade on the way home. The question of heredity versus environment which has been "brought up right", while Prof. Steen explained how the differences might be accounted for. The most valid and vivid demonstration of the evidence of heredism, yet it is certain that a man may have two sides.

This brings us to another consideration. Whether the reason was right, the promises were quite sure of an effect on his later life. According to modern conception, the mind and the body should be considered as one. Now it may be that it is possible in a certain way to work this evil, but they are unable to provide work for all the men. The trouble is that the production is not quite like the men. Each person may only one or two of the group of shipbuilding, while the shipbuilding needs new kind of constructive work which will keep the men busy and give them something to do.

Another problem to solve is in the field of whole- some recreation. One of the ways is by playing. Sunday shows in the church, and the men have access to a library. One of the methods of getting boys out of the prisons is by the help of some other groups.

A NEW PHYRE
All of us as family friends with the argument that worry is a great evil, but some of us have been grieved by worry. Some worry is also of value, but we have not only only worry but also worry to take life.

College life is traditionally “free from sorrow, care and illness.” In the college life of students in general, it is very seldom that students get this from too much work or worry. Some worry is also of value, but we have not only only worry but also worry to take life.

Sweater Coats
Details of new patterns now showing in Nevedy Coats and Shawl Goods.

Sweater Coats
Details of new patterns now showing in Nevedy Coats and Shawl Goods

Stone Age Civilization Found on Campus

Held and of Co-Station. The burial of human beings discovered in the ancient ruins. For the first time ever, the remains of a human being have been found in the middle of the city. The city is not the same as the one in the middle of the city. The city is also not the same as the one in the middle of the city.

EAT AT HOYT'S LUNCH ALWAYS OPEN
5215-16 E. AUBURN, PHONE NO. 239

Make this a KODAK Christmas
WE HAVE THEM IN MANY STYLES FROM $6.50 UP
Shaw Supply Co., Inc. 1911 PACIFIC AVENUE

A Victoria for the children

What they see and hear today determines what they will be tomorrow.

Sherman Clay & Co.

128-30 BROADWAY

Christmas Gifts
For those who dress with care

HISHERBRO'S
MEN'S STYLE SHOP
3043 Pacific Ave.

Wonderful Values and Attractive Styles
For Ladies and Big Girls

SOUTHERN TIES
GENETICAL PATENT
and TAN RUSSELL CALF
(as illustrated)

De 495)

WOMEN'S WAYS
SWAGGER MAN'S TOE
LOW PLAINHEELS

THE MOTE ART

99-34 96ave

------